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Demetra+ in Java 

State of the art 
 

J. Palate (jean.palate@nbb.be ) 

 

Introduction 

 

The reasons for making a new Java implementation of Demetra+ are well known: maintenance in 

the long term of the tool, integration of the libraries in the IT environments of many institutions 

(portability issue of.NET), reuse of the modules for other purposes... 

The National Bank of Belgium is currently in charge of that project, in the context of a grant of 

Eurostat (September 2010-Sepctember 2011). In the first part of this document, we describe the 

current developments; in the second part, we shortly consider the tasks that still have to be 

fulfilled. 

 

Description of the current libraries 

 

The most important part of the new Java implementation of Demetra+ is devoted to the re-

writing of the core engines. We describe in a first paragraph that aspect of the developments. 

We consider in a second paragraph some peripheral features of the software, like the access to 

external data sources, the definition of generic interfaces for XML serialization and WEB services 

and the graphical interfaces. 

 

Core engines 

 

 Generalities 

 

The new implementation of the core engines follows a design that allows easy extensions or 

improvements and that reflects the users' requirements (common pre-processing module, 

decomposition following different methods). 

 The pre-processing parts of the algorithms (Tramo and RegArima) are implemented using a 

common framework. Roughly speaking, the two methods can be viewed as tools for identifying 

and for estimating a common regression model, which generalizes the models considered in the 

original programs. Those methods are completely interchangeable.  
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The decomposition parts are provided in separate packages, using a flexible design that allows an 

easy replacement of some part of the algorithms. The current libraries provide the following 

solutions: 

• Seats: Wiener-Kolmogorov and Kalman filters 

• X11: implementation allowing the redefinition of the filters (especially at the end of the 

series) 

• Basic structural models (Stamp-like, with different specifications for the seasonal 

component) 

• Other specialized models (following some suggestions of the USCB): generalized airline 

model, airline + "seasonal noise" model. 

The regression model provides automatically all the information necessary for the reconciliation 

of the pre-processing step and of the decomposition step, which leads to the usual final 

components of the series (trend, seasonal, irregular). 

  

Comparability 

 

Getting the same results as the originals programs is one of the constant concerns of JDemetra+. 

To achieve that goal, the Java implementation uses many tricky details of the Fortran 

implementation.  However, it uses common low-level numerical routines to solve the 

mathematical or statistical problems involved in the computations of the algorithms. Those 

routines may differ from the original ones, especially for a question of design.  Most of those 

differences don't have any impact on the results. However, in a few critical cases, some non 

negligible discrepancies may appear: it is the case in particular in optimization procedures 

(JDemetra+, Tramo, Seats and X13 use different solutions1). Due to threshold effects such 

differences can finally lead to other models, especially in the case of very free specifications 

(RSA5). 

We give below a first table that compares the results of the Fortran implementation and the 

results of the Java implementation. The table only considers "normal" statistical series (the results 

based on very ill-conditioned series, like qualitative business surveys, may be significantly worst). 

Module % quasi-identical results 

Tramo (RSA0, RSA1, RSA2) ≈ 100% 

Tramo (RSA3, RSA4, RSA5) > 95% 

RegArima -X13 (RSA0, RSA1, RSA2) > 95% 

RegArima -X13 (RSA3, RSA4, RSA5) > 90% 

Seats To be tested 

                                                           

1 In most cases, JDemetra+ follows algorithms that are quite similar to the Tramo's implementation. 
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X11 100% 

 

 

Details on Tramo-Seats 

 

Thanks to the help of A. Maravall and of G. Caporello, the Java implementation of Tramo-Seats 

will correspond - at least for the main specifications/results - to the future release of the Fortran 

version; it also means that it will slightly differ from the current Demetra+ (.NET).  

The Java implementation of Seats will differ from the original one on two main points: 

• The new implementation provides, beside the Burman's algorithm, a Kalman filter 

solution (using the exact initialization procedure of Koopman)2 for the estimation of the 

components. 

•  The Java version of Seats uses the same estimation procedure as Tramo to estimate 

Arima models and to compute the forecasts. That can lead to some discrepancies in the 

case of non decomposable models, which are re-estimated in Seats and when the model 

contains a mean (slightly different forecasts). 

 

Details on X13-Arima 

 

The Java implementation of RegArima (X13 pre-processing) follows the logic of the Fortran 

implementation. However, it uses other methods for estimating Arima models: the Kalman filter 

of Tramo is preferred to the original solution of X13 (which is a modified version of an algorithm 

proposed by Ljung-Box). The outliers detection procedure is also based on another -equivalent 

but faster - solution (based on an algorithm proposed by Ansley). 

The main differences come from the use of another optimization procedure in the computation of 

the maximum likelihood estimates (especially in the presence of complicate Arima models)   

The X11 decomposition has been implemented using a design that allows alternative filtering 

(user-defined). As that part of the code only contains simple numerical computations, the Java 

implementation is able to provide quasi-identical results.  

 

Other algorithmic modules 

 

                                                           

2 The Burman's Algorithm and the Kalman filter should give the same results. The Burman's solution is slightly faster. 

However, the Kalman filter doesn't have the numerical problems of the Burman's algorithm when the Arima model 

contains quasi unit roots in its moving average part. 
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All the algorithmic modules of the NBB libraries have been ported in Java. Amongst the different 

modules, we would like to point out the following ones: 

• A complete framework for state space models (ec.tstoolkit.ssf) 

• Many advanced algorithms for benchmarking and temporal disaggregation 

(ec.benchmarking) 

• An implementation of the structural models (ec.tstoolkit.modelling.structural) 

• Several models proposed by the USCB for advanced seasonal adjustment: generalized 

airline models and mixed airline + noise models (ec.tstoolkit.arima.special).  

All together, the core algorithmic packages contain nearly 900 classes (> 250.000 lines of code).  

The source code has been (partly) re-organized to take into account the guidelines for open 

source. The most important classes of the time series package (which is the central concept of the 

library) have been documented. 

 

Generic interfaces for XML serialization and WEB services 

 

The communication between Demetra+ and external software that don't support .NET (for 

example SAS) is not easy. The current solution is based on calls to the console application 

provided with Demetra+ (called WSACruncher), through rather complicate XML files. To simplify 

the use of the WSACruncher, the production of simpler csv files has been added in the last 

versions of Demetra+, on the request of several users. 

Facing the complexity of the current XML schemas and their lack of flexibility - they are 

completely linked to the current version of the algorithms - it has been decided to take a different 

approach in the Java version. The libraries provide now a completely new design that abandons 

the use of very specialized XML schemas in favour of a more generic solution, which can be used 

for a large range of algorithms. In short, we can consider a statistical algorithm as a processing 

that transforms a given set of information into a new set of information. Such information is 

described by a simple list of "named objects"3. The new XML schema defines and/or uses a 

limited set of "primitives" types, which contains the usual basic data types but also some more 

advanced concepts, like for example time series; however it doesn't specify the name, the order, 

the cardinality... of the objects included in the information sets used by a given algorithm.  The 

same structure is used for the input side as well as for the output side. The problem has been 

moved from the actual definition of a specialized XML schema to the definition of dictionaries 

that describe exactly the input and the output sides.  

The Java libraries provide tools for: 

• Transforming a "XML information set" to/from a corresponding Java object 

• Retrieving/filtering in an efficient way any information stored in a Java "Information set" 

•  Transforming information set in other formats, like csv files 

                                                           

3 In the practice, we use a recursive tree (an information set can contain other information sets) instead of an actual flat 

list. 
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• Making generic WEB services for algorithms based on information sets. 

Finally, it should be noted that the new solution should simplify the translation of Tramo-Seats or 

X13 spec files into JDemetra+ XML files (not done). 

 

Data access modules 

 

The different time series providers of Demetra+ (.NET) have been ported in Java. See the table 

below for more information on the different packages 

 

Provider Package Description 

Text, Xml, TSW, USCB commonproviders.jar tab-separated files,  

Demetra+xml format, Series 

file format of TSW and of X13 

JDBC jdbcprovider.jar Generic interface to 

Databases 

ODBC odbcprovider.jar Generic interface to 

Databases. Windows only 

Excel, Open Office spreadsheetprovider.jar 

(Partial) 

 

SDMX sdmxprovider.jar (TO DO)  

Browsers  browsers.jar Graphical counterpart of the 

different  data providers 

 

All the files that can be read by the .NET version are supported by the Java version. 

 

Graphical interfaces 

  

The most important graphical components around time series in general and seasonal adjustment 

in particular are available. Charts and diagrams have been developed with the open source 

"JFreeChart" package. All the visual modules can be reused outside JDemetra+ itself. 

A light version of JDemetra+ is already available, mainly for exploratory or for test purposes. It 

uses the InfoNode docking framework (see sourceforge.net/projects/infonode) for the visual part 

and the PureMVC framework (see puremvc.org) for the design part (following the Model-View-

Controller pattern). 
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Due to technical factors - Java has to work on different operating systems - and to the use of 

frameworks compatible with open source developments, the Java version of Demetra+ will not 

look exactly like the .NET version, however, we are trying to preserve most of the characteristics 

and of the appearance of the current version.    

 

Remaining developments 

 

We consider below the most important developments that still have to be made to get a product 

that corresponds to the current .NET implementation, as proposed in the grant of Eurostat. 

As far as the core engines are considered, the most important tasks that still have to be fulfilled 

are the following ones: 

• Integration of user-defined regression variables and of user-defined calendars 

• Implementation or activation of some advanced parameters of the specifications 

In the set of the peripheral services of Demetra+, the main remaining task consists in the 

development of a module that will ensure the compatibility of the Java version with the XML files 

generated by the .NET version. 

The most important part of the next developments will be devoted to the finalization of the main 

graphical application (Demetra+ itself) and to the making of the console application 

(WSACruncher) .  

 

Other considerations 

 

The diagnostics that are provided in the current Demetra+ - and that are implemented in the Java 

version - should be improved. The recent developments in Tramo (not released yet) constitute a 

first source of improvements. The handbook on seasonal adjustment will be a second one. 

However, for a reason of timing and of resources, they will not be introduced in the first release 

of the Java version.  

The documentation of the code - especially the creation of examples/tutorials that explain how to 

carry out some tasks - is a second type of necessary improvement. Such a work is essential for 

reusing the core libraries in other projects. Considering the complexity of the toolkit (around 1500 

classes and 20000 methods for the complete framework), such a work will need many resources 

and much time. In the short term, we will focus on the description of the high level functions for 

making seasonal adjustment. A first set of examples are available on OSOR (in the sat project). See 

the annex for an example of high level function on seasonal adjustment; the example also 

illustrates the power of the new design. 

Before using the Java implementation for production purposes, it is necessary to carry out many 

tests. As far as seasonal adjustment is concerned, the corresponding Fortran implementations 

(future version of Tramo-Seats and last version of X13-Seats) should be taken as the references.  
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For the additional algorithms (for example benchmarking), a systematic comparison with external 

programs should be made each time it is possible. A protocol for such tests should be defined. 

 Demetra+(.NET)  is devoted to seasonal adjustment. In the Java implementation, large parts of 

the libraries have been reorganized for handling other algorithms in a rather generic way. The first 

release of JDemetra+ will not allow the automatic plug in of new algorithmic modules. However, it 

will contain an embryonic framework for such an attractive feature. That aspect of the software 

should be considered in future releases.     
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Annex 

High level calls on seasonal adjustment. 

 

The piece of code below shows the way to call Tramo-Seats and X13. It also illustrates the 

flexibility of the framework by providing the code to make Tramo-X11, X13-Seats and Tramo-

"Stamp". 

 

// Original data. PROD is an array of doubles  
TsData ts = new TsData(TsFrequency.Monthly, 1967, 0, PROD, true); 
 
// TramoSeats 
// Creation of the monitor 
ec.satoolkit.tramoseats.Monitor tramoseats=new ec.satoolkit.tramoseats.Monitor(); 
 
// Creation of the specification (RSA5) 
ec.satoolkit.tramoseats.TramoSeatsSpecification ts_spec=new 
 ec.satoolkit.tramoseats.TramoSeatsSpecification(); 
ts_spec.setTramoSpecification(TramoSpecification.RSA5); 
ts_spec.setSeatsSpecification(new ec.satoolkit.seats.SeatsSpecification()); 
 
// Processing 
ec.satoolkit.DefaultProcessingResults rslts=tramoseats.process(ts, ts_spec); 
 
// Retrieval of the final seasonally adjusted series 
TsData sa1=rslts.getDecomposition().getSeries(ComponentType.SeasonallyAdjusted, 
 ComponentInformation.Value); 
 
// X13. Same steps 
ec.satoolkit.x13.Monitor x13=new ec.satoolkit.x13.Monitor(); 
ec.satoolkit.x13.X13Specification x13_spec=new  
 ec.satoolkit.x13.X13Specification(); 
x13_spec.setRegArimaSpecification(RegArimaSpecification.RSA5); 
x13_spec.setX11Specification(new ec.satoolkit.x11.X11Specification()); 
rslts=x13.process(ts, x13_spec); 
 
TsData sa2=rslts.getDecomposition().getSeries(ComponentType.SeasonallyAdjusted, 
 ComponentInformation.Value); 
        
// Others... 
// We first creates the pre-processing modules (Tramo and RegArima (X13) 
// that corresponds to a pre-defined specification (RSA3) 
ec.tstoolkit.modelling.arima.IPreprocessor tramo= 
 ec.tstoolkit.modelling.arima.tramo.TramoSpecification.RSA3.build(); 
ec.tstoolkit.modelling.arima.IPreprocessor regarima= 
 ec.tstoolkit.modelling.arima.x13.RegArimaSpecification.RSA3.build(); 
         
// Tramo - X11 
// Creation of the default X11 specifications  
ec.satoolkit.x11.X11Specification sx11=new zc.satoolkit.x11.X11Specification(); 
 
// Creation of the proessor, composed of Tramo pre-processing and X11 
decomposition  
ec.satoolkit.DefaultProcessor processor=new ec.satoolkit.DefaultProcessor(tramo, 
 new ec.satoolkit.x13.X11Decomposer(sx11)); 
// Actual processing 
rslts=processor.process(ts); 
// Retrieval of the final seasonally adjusted series 
TsData sa3=rslts.getDecomposition().getSeries(ComponentType.SeasonallyAdjusted, 
 ComponentInformation.Value); 
 
// Same steps for X13-Seats 
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ec.satoolkit.seats.SeatsSpecification sspec=new 
 ec.satoolkit.seats.SeatsSpecification(); 
processor=new ec.satoolkit.DefaultProcessor(regarima, new 
 ec.satoolkit.tramoseats.SeatsDecomposer(sspec)); 
rslts=processor.process(ts); 
TsData sa4=rslts.getDecomposition().getSeries(ComponentType.SeasonallyAdjusted, 
 ComponentInformation.Value); 
 
// Same steps for a structural model with a Tramo preprocessing. 
ec.tstoolkit.structural.BsmSpecification bsm_spec=new 
 ec.tstoolkit.structural.BsmSpecification(); 
processor=new ec.satoolkit.DefaultProcessor(tramo, new 
 ec.satoolkit.special.StmDecomposer(bsm_spec)); 
 
rslts=processor.process(ts); 
TsData sa5=rslts.getDecomposition().getSeries(ComponentType.SeasonallyAdjusted, 
 ComponentInformation.Value); 

 

 

 


